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Abstract

Co-registered intensity and range imaging is one example of complementary multi-modality that
has been extensively explored for 3D reconstruction, yet not fully researched for robust estimation.
The classic RANdom SAmple Consensus and its variants such as PROSAC, Preemptive RANSAC
and SCRAMSAC, to name a few, have been the most commonly applied approaches to visionbased homography estimation, with single modality input as a precondition.
In this thesis, RANSAC- based homography estimation that builds on the properties of both the 2D
intensity modality and 3D spatial modality is to be explored, extended and evaluated with focus on
robust estimation. The outcome of this thesis is an extension to the RANSAC algorithm, termed
FT-RANSAC, that builds on state-of-the art in RANSAC approaches, and enables a robust
homography estimation using both the 2D intensity modality and the 3D point cloud modality
inputs. The proposed FT-RANSAC approach has demonstrated its ability to exceed singlemodality state-of-the art in robustness and stability, with implementations as a stand-alone and as
an ROS node, and with cross-platform functionality on both Intel x86 and ARM Cortex-A15
architectures.

Early contributions of this work have been published in the workshop on Pattern Recognition in
Remote Sensing 2014, in conjunction with ICPR 2014, Stockholm, Sweden.

This work has been sponsored in-part by Toyota in collaboration with OpenPerceptions Inc.
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Kurzfassung

Im Rahmen dieser Diplomarbeit, wurde eine Erweiterung des RANSAC Algorithmus, genannt FTRANSAC, entwickelt, die auf den state-of-the-Art in RANSAC Verfahren, wie PROSAC, Preemptive
RANSAC oder SCRAMSAC aufbaut, und eine robuste Homographie Schätzung basierend auf 2DIntensität und 3D-Punktwolke Modalitäten ermoeglicht. Dabei sind einige Faktoren wie die PunkteMerkmale, Korrespondenz-Schätzung, RANSAC und planare Homographie Schätzung zu beachten. Das
entwickelte FT- RANSAC Verfahren ist in der Lage, Single-Modalität state-of-the-Art in Robustheit und
Stabilität, zu übertreffen. Der FT-RANSAC Prototyp ist als Stand-alone und als ROS-Knoten auf Intel x86
und ARM Cortex-A15-Architekturen implementiert.
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1
INTRODUCTION
Despite the recent wide availability of various types of multi-modal datasets, such as
those of reconstructed ultra-sound/MRI data in figure 1.1, and LiDAR/thermal scene of figure
1.2, little research has been done to extend the various computer vision algorithms beyond
their single modality origins. One such algorithm is RANdom SAmple Consensus [6],
typically known as RANSAC, which is commonly applied for robust estimation and model
extraction in the presence of outliers.

Figure 1.1: A sample of a co‐registered Ultra‐sound/MRI data, from [14]

Figure 1.2: A sample of a co‐registered LiDAR/LWIR scene, from [17,27,57].
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With the focus in this thesis on the 2D intensity modality and 3D spatial modality, it could
be viewed that the combined modalities have the potential to enhance RANSAC's homography
estimation process in several aspects including robustness, precision, handling of degenerate
configurations, and run-time performance to name a few. Yet, the different noise properties of 2D
and 3D sensors pose a challenge for the desired enhancements. Invalid range data on one hand,
and sensitivity to illumination conditions on the other, hinder the goal of enhancing the precision
and robustness of the combined measurements. The nature of point cloud data, in terms of size
and data type representation, poses a challenge to run-time performance improvement. The
challenges involved in multi-modal processing are further highlighted in [14] where it is
concluded that “Purely optical alignment of 3D-TCUS and MRI scans does not yield sufficient
accuracy for multi-modal analysis of the midbrain region”.
The objective of this thesis, is to develop an in-depth understanding of the multi- modal
interdependence and multi-modal homography estimation, with focus on enhanced robustness
through multi-modality. To that end, state-of-the art in point-feature planar homography
estimation pipelines across the 2D pixel domain modality, and the 3D spatial modality will be
analyzed and evaluated. The gained knowledge is further developed to extend the RANSAC
algorithm for robust multi-modal homography estimation. The proposed approach is termed FTRANSAC [26] , and has been published in PRRS 2014, the workshop on Pattern Recognition in
Remote Sensing 2014, in conjunction with ICPR 2014, Stockholm, Sweden.
The layout of this thesis is as follows. Chapter one provides a primer on planar
homography estimation. Chapter two details the classic RANSAC algorithm along with selected
state-of-the art extensions. Chapter three details inference modelling and the recursive Bayes
updating. Chapter four covers intensity-oriented point-features that are applied in this thesis.
Chapter five covers point-features in the 3D point cloud domain, that are utilized in this thesis.
Chapter six covers design considerations and the architecture of the proposed FT-RANSAC
approach. Chapter seven complements chapter six with implementation details. Chapter eight
presents a detailed evaluation of the proposed FT-RANSAC as compared with 2D state-of-the art,
3D state-of-the art, handling of degenerate configurations, run-time performance analysis and
ROS integration aspects to name a few. Finally, concluding remarks and future outlook are
presented.
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2
PLANAR HOMOGRAPHY ESTIMATION
2.1 Introduction
With the RANSAC-oriented multi-modal robust-estimation focus in this thesis, featurebased planar homography estimation will be used throughout as the object of model extraction
and as the basis for comparative evaluation. In this section, an overview of the full pipeline of
feature-based planar homography estimation is presented, with further references to relevant
publications in this widely researched and well established topic. Most of the material in this
section is extracted from the authoritative reference “Multiple View Geometry in computer
vision” by Hartley and Zisserman [28], with additional highlights from other notable publications
such as [20,24,45,46,47,48]. A comparative reference to 2D/3D projective geometry is provided
in appendix D.

Figure 2.1.1: An overview of a homography estimation pipeline, from [48], modified to highlight RANSAC’s role.

The typical planar homography estimation pipeline given two views is represented in
figure 2.1.1, with an input source of two scenes: one is considered a source, and the other is a
target. The objective is to estimate the pose of a given plane in one scene in relation to the
same plane in the other scene, where a plane is represented by the cover of a book in the
diagram of figure 2.1.1 above. The stages of this pipeline include the extraction of pointfeatures from each scene, followed by the description of each of the extracted point-features.
A matching stage is then introduced to generate a set of point-correspondences from the set of
point-features according to a descriptor-dependent similarity measure. Planar homography
estimation is then computed directly from the set of point-correspondences. Though, due to
noise and erroneous correspondences, a RANSAC-based pre-processing stage to remove such
outliers from the set of point-correspondences is introduced prior to the final homogrpahy
estimation, as highlighted with FT-RANSAC in blue of the diagram above.
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2.2 Homography Estimation
Homography estimation is one of the fundamental tasks in two view and multi-view
geometry in computer vision, forming the basis for various tasks as in calibration, 3Dreconstruction, and visual odometry to name a few. As commonly found in the literature and
pointed out by Haja A. in his PhD thesis titled “Graph-based Spatial Motion Tracking Using
Affine-Covariant Regions“ [46], planar scenes greatly simply the required “meaningful
performance assessment”, with extension to 3D rigid bodies in [47]. In this thesis, we borrow
such recommended evaluation approach, and employ planar homography estimation as the main
performance criteria in the evaluation of FT-RANSAC.

Figure 2.2.1: Planar homography as depicted by an arbitrary camera motion in (a), and by a camera rotating around its
optical axis in (b). In both cases, a scene point X is projected to point x in image 1, and to point x’ in image 2, with x’=Hx,
from [45].

Planar homogaphy is the process of extracting a transformation H that maps points of an
image plane across two different views. As detailed in [45] and illustrated in figure 2.2.1 above, a
planar homography arises when (a) mapping a planar surface across views that are captured by
arbitrary camera motions, and (b) when views of an arbitrary 3D scene are captured by a camera
rotating around its optical axis. The latter condition, where the camera is rotated about its optical
center forms the basis for the validation steps and performance measurement in this thesis. For
brevity, a summary of 2D planar homography is provided here, based on [28,45,46]. The
straightforward extension to 3D planar homography is detailed in [28,47] for the interested
reader.
Mathematically, planar homography H relates points x in one image to points x’ in
another image and is expressed as
x’ = Hx

(2.2.1)

which is expanded for the 2D case as in:

(2.2.2)
It could be observed that in the 2D case, H is defined up to a scale factor, hence, with 8
DoF, whereas H in the 3D case has 15 DoF, as summarized in appendix D. As the mapping
between the pairs (x,x’) is the result of feature-based correspondence matching, H is likely to
represent an over-determined system of equations. In the presence of noise, finite precision
arithmetic, and potentially ill-conditioned correspondence entries, an algebraic closed form
solution with a unique result is not likely for such an over-determined system of equations. For
this task, the Direct Linear Transform algorithm, termed DLT as detailed in figure 2.2.2, is
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introduced to solve an over-determined system of equations that represents pointcorrespondences. A normalization process is also recommended as detailed in figure 2.2.3 to
tackle the various issues that arise from potentially ill-conditioned over-determined system of
equations.

Figure 2.2.2: Homography estimation using the DLT algorithm, from [46].

Figure 2.2.3: The recommended normalization steps, from [28].

The success of the DLT approach is based on the implied assumption that the linear
system is of a full rank. In the 2D case, a minimum of 8 points due to the 8-DoF of the
representative linear system are required. Should the linear system not be of a full rank, a case
known as a degenerate configuration, the extracted model would be incorrect. Other sources of
erroneously extracted models include gross outliers and redundant patterns as could be seen in
figure 2.2.4.

Figure 2.2.4: Illustrations of potential erroneous models, from [20,24].
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As the treatment of degenerate linear systems and erroneous model extraction is model
dependent and handled on a case-by-case basis, further details will be presented in related
sections such as that of section 3.6 which details the SCRAMSAC approach.
To conclude this section, it is worth noting that the algorithms presented above are
designed for outlier-free datasets. Such outlier-free datasets are extracted using robust estimation
techniques such as RANSAC [6]. The iterative Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [28] is further
recommended to refine and minimize the residual error of H, following the application of the
DLT algorithm to outlier free dataset.

2.3 The Role of Keypoint Detectors and Descriptors
The homography estimation pipeline presented in this section relies on point-features for
corresondence estimation and subsequent homography estimation, as shown in figure 2.1.1.
Keypoint detection is the process of identifying scene locations with high likelihood of
distinguishability and repeatability. Such interest points tend to form the local maxima or minima
in a given neighbourhood of a scene, as shown in figure 5.1.1, where corner locations tend to host
the local maxima or minima criteria. The SIFT detector [11,12] and the FAST detector [30,31]
are two of the most popular approaches for this task.
Following the extraction of keypoints form a scene, another processing step in the form of
descriptor extraction is performed. Descriptor extraction is the process of enhancing the
distinguishing properties of a given keypoint for scale and orientation invariance. This
enhancement is accomplished by capturing the corresponding information from the
neighbourhood of the keypoint within a given radius. Some of the most popular approaches in
point-feature descriptors are SIFT [11,12] and SURF [13].
In this thesis, a variety of keypoint descriptors’ approaches are utilized in both the 2D and
3D modalities, due to their role in the correspondence estimation and the subsequent RANSACbased homography estimation – which is the focus of this thesis. Further details covering feature
description in the 2D modality are presented in chapter 5, whereas chapter 6 presents details of
the utilized feature descriptors’ approaches in the 3D point cloud modality.
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3
RANDOM SAMPLE CONSENSUS
3.1 Introduction

Random Sample Consensus; termed RANSAC, was introduced by M. Fischler and R. Bolles in
1981 [6] as an approach for robust model estimation in the presence of gross data contaminations
that exceed 50%. The classic RANSAC approach relies on a hypothesize-verify procedure, and
yields parameters for a global model that fits the sought after dominant match in the dataset.
Within the same process, elements of the dataset are classified as inliers if they form a consistent
fit with the model, or as outliers for elements that do not form a consistent fit. Figure 3.1.1 below
represents a graphical taxonomy of state-of-the art variations to the classic RANSAC algorithm as
it evolved to accommodate a wide range of applications and deployments. In the following
sections, selected variations of RANSAC will be reviewed and analyzed, with focus on planar
homography estimation, utilizing correspondence sets of point-features in the visual domain.

Figure 3.1.1: A taxonomy of various RANSAC approaches and their properties, from [1].
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3.2 RANSAC: The Concept

Despite the fact that a good RANSAC implementation is rather complex, as it is
dependent on the complexity of the sought after model, as well as hypothesis generation and
verification approaches, the concepts underlying RANSAC are rather intuitive. As could be
observed from the sequence of illustrations of figure 3.2.1 below, which are courtesy of Jirí
Matas’s CVPR 2011 presentation titled „RANSAC in 2011, 30 Years After“ [49], a model of a
line is to be extracted from a noisy dataset. As a line equation is determined by 2 points, a
sequential process of selecting a minimal model set of 2 random data points whose line equation
is tested against the full dataset, in order to identify the model with the largest support. In the
illustration below, the sequence element (f) reflects the extracted model with largest support.
Points forming the support set are considered to be the inliers, whereas the rest of the dataset
elements are considered to be outliers.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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(e)

(f)

Figure [3.2.1]: An illustration of the RANSAC algorithm for the extraction of a model of a line from a given dataset, with (a)
representing the dataset, and (f) represents a model with the largest support. Courtesy Matas [49]

Clearly, if the number of iterations for model selection and verification is insufficient, incorrect
model parameters representing that of figures (c), (d), or (e) would be the outcome. Therefore, a
critical component of the RANSAC algorithm is the determination of the minimum number of
iterations, or a termination criteria for a correct model generation. Another critical aspect of
RANSAC is its sequential nature of model selection which poses a challenge for scenes with
redundant or similar models, where erroneous inlier selection would influence the selection of
subsequent models. The sequential or iterative nature of RANSAC poses a challenge for real-time
implementations as well. In addition, the inlier ratio of the dataset is not known a-priori, yet a
good estimate of the said ratio is crucial for an efficient number of iterations and is an element of
the termination criteria formulation. With such a wide range of challenges, several adaptations of
the original algorithm were introduced, and will be discussed and analyzed in the following
sections.
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3.3 RANSAC: The Algorithm
As mentioned earlier, the classic RANSAC approach [6] consists of two stages: a
hypothesis generation stage where random samples are drawn from a correspondence set to act as
a seed for model generation, and a hypothesis verification stage where the generated model is
verified against the correspondence set, resulting in an error cost – a cost that is to be optimized.
RANSAC's standard termination criteria is based on the number of iterations required to satisfy a
probability P of a correct model, given the inlier ratio – a ratio that is not a-priori known. The
classic RANSAC algorithm as detailed in [6,28,49] is shown in figure 3.3.1 below.
Pre & Post Conditions

The Algorithm

k = 0;

Inputs:
U = { xi }

set of data points,

|U| = N

f(S) : S ➞ p

function f computes model
parameters p given
a sample S ⊂ U,|S| = m

ρ(p,x)

The cost function for a single
data point x

k

number of iterations

η

a function of ρ and k.

C*

cost function results of
previous iteration.

Repeat until P{better solution exists} < η
k=k+1
I.

Hypothesis Generation
select randomly a set Sk ⊂ U,
where |Sk| = m
compute parameters pk = f(Sk)

II. Verification
compute cost Ck = ∑ x∈U ρ(pk,x)
if C* < Ck then C* = Ck, p* = pk
end repeat
Output:
p*

p*, parameters of the model
maximizing ρ.

pout = least square fit on the set of inliers to p*

Figure 3.3.1: Outline of the classic RANSAC algorithm, from [28,49]

The approach of Fischler and Bolles[6] formulates a relation that computes the minimum number
of iterations based on the true, yet a-priori unknown, inlier ratio, as follows:

k≥

log(1 − η0 )
log(1 − ε m )

(3.3.1)

where k is the minimum number of iterations required, η0 is the desired confidence level in the
resulting model, ε is the true inlier ratio, and m is the model’s minimal subset size. As Chum
points out in his dissertation titled “Two-View Geometry Estimation by Random Sample and
Consensus” [22], the classic RANSAC algorithm makes two implicit assumptions. The first is the
assumption that an all-inlier sample produces a model that is consistent with all inliers. The
second is the assumption that a model from a contaminated sample has a small support. The first
assumption has implications regarding multi-structure scenes, whereas the second assumption has
implications in degenerate configurations. Both of these assumptions as well as identifying the
minimum number of iterations have been the focus of much research in order to cope with the
variable nature of the inlier ratio and to better control the number of iterations for real-time
processing as will be discussed in the following sections.
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3.4 Preemptive RANSAC

With the goal of robust real-time estimation for structure from motion (SfM), a variation
of RANSAC, termed Preemptive RANSAC [21], was introduced by David Nister in 2003, to
address structural aspects of RANSAC that has been a hinderance to real-time performance. As
detailed in figure 3.4.1, one of the main issues of the classic RANSAC is its iterative depth first
approach to hypothesis evaluation, where evaluation of each generated hypothesis on the full
dataset is required before the next iteration. This depth-first approach could waste significant
amount of time, due to contaminated tentative inlier samples, before a good hypothesis is found.
In his paper “Preemptive RANSAC for Live Structure and Motion Estimation” [21], Nister points
out that the number of good observations is much larger than the number of good hypotheses, as
the intuitive basis for Preemptive RANSAC.

Figure 3.4.1: An illustration of the depth first approach as in the classic RANSAC. Courtesy: Nister D.

Figure 3.4.2: An illustration of the breadth first approach of Preemptive RANSAC. Courtesy: Nister D.

The challenge, however, is to define a cost function that is capable of effective evaluation of the
quality of hypotheses based on a subset of the total dataset. Such a challenge is addressed by
Preemptive RANSAC through a log-likelihood cost function for each observation given a
hypothesis as follows:
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N

L(h) = ∑ ρ (o,h)

(3.4.1)

o=1

where o is an observation, h is a hypothesis, and N is the total number of available hypotheses
that were generated beforehand. This approach allows hypotheses to be compared against each
other, without the need for an absolute quality measure or a threshold [21]. Experimentally, the
total number of hypotheses for breath-first evaluation is 500, with a subset size of 100 [4]. Due to
the fact that the Preemptive RANSAC approach requires a fixed number of hypotheses at the
start, there is a risk that the number of hypotheses is insufficient for correct model extraction if
the inlier ratio is too low [18]. In other words, there is no guarantee of a correct model extraction,
which is the case with the classic RANSAC algorithm as well. It is worth noting that several
publications erroneously use the term „parallel evaluation“ as in the following quote of Choi et al.
“Preemptive RANSAC performs parallel evaluation, while RANSAC do serial evaluation” [1].
Such a statement should be corrected to refer to the breadth-first vs depth-first approaches.
Furthermore, both Preemptive RANSAC and the classic RANSAC could have parallel
implementations of different capacities based on how the cost functions are defined and
synchronized at the end. It is the breadth-first approach that distinguishes Preemptive RANSAC
from the classic version.

3.5 Progressive Sample Consensus

In the classic RANSAC approach [6], no assumptions or a-priori information are
considered regarding the tentative correspondences in a given correspondence set. As a result, all
correspondences of a set are assumed to be of the same quality and accuracy in the hypothesis
generation stage. Ondrˇej Chum [9, 22] observed that in feature-based correspondence estimation,
correspondence candidates are the result of a descriptor similarity matching function. By
designing the hypothesis generation stage to be be based on sampling of candidates with high
similarity score, a higher rate of inliers is obtained. This forms the basis for PROgressive SAmple
Consensus, termed PROSAC [9], which was introduced in 2006 to address the classic
indifference to prior information. The PROSAC approach applies the assumption that a similarity
cost function is an indicator for inlier selection, and can be used to effectively reduce the total
number of iterations required. The measured performance improvement is reported to be on the
order of 100x when compared with the classic RANSAC algorithm.
In [9,22], Chum makes the explicit assumption that the ordering of tentative
correspondences as defined by the similarity function is not worse than random ordering as
defined by RANSAC. In the hypothesis generation stage, Chum’s algorithm further imposes a
function whose task is to gradually increase the hypothesis generation set size from the subset of
high quality inliers. PROSAC’s termination criteria is the same as that for RANSAC, where the
model with the best support is returned when the probability of a better solution drops below a
user defined threshold. Although experimentally demonstrated, Chum has not been able to
analytically prove that PROSAC and RANSAC share the same worst-case performance [22].
Besides the performance advantage, PROSAC reduces the number of required input parameters
by one, as the ordering process of tentative correspondences eliminates the need for the data
dependent similarity threshold. On the other hand, Raguram et. al. [4] points out that high quality
tentative correspondences, ie, the ones with high similarity score as in PROSAC, tend to be close
together or lie on the same structure, with a high potential for a degenerate formation.
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3.6 Spatially Consistent RANSAC

Spatially Consistent RAndoM SAmple Consensus, termed SCRAMSAC by Sattler et. al.
in 2009 [20], is an augmentation approach for the RANSAC algorithm whose goal is to have
PROSAC’s run-time performance as a lower bound, and simultaneously, to avoid PROSAC’s
tendency for degenerate configurations.
The SCRAMSAC’s approach applies a spatial consistency check, per figure 3.6.1, by prefiltering correspondences such that at most one potential match exists per correspondence within
a given radius. SCRAMSAC is motivated by the observation that outliers could be classified in
one of two types:
I.

The first type of outliers is due to an inadequate representation of the
underlying geometric model, associated thresholds, noise or a
combination thereof.

II. The second type of outliers is due to descriptor limitations as in scenes
with repeatable patterns of figure 2.2.4.
SCRAMSAC’s goal is to improve RANSAC’s performance in both quality and speed, in the
presence of outliers and degenerate configurations that are the result of descriptor limitations.

The Algorithm: RANSAC with SCC

Figure 3.6.1: Outline of the SCRAMSAC algorithm, also known as RANSAC with SCC, from [20].

The spatial consistency check, SCC, determines the quality of correspondences by
computing and thresholding the ratio of tentative correspondences of a circular region in the
source image to those of a similar circular region in the target image. With the radius of this
circular region defined as a ratio to the feature scale, the radius value is made scale invariant.
Unlike PROSAC’s approach, where the model extracted from the reduced sample of high quality
correspondences needs to be verified against the whole dataset, the reduced sample extracted by
SCRAMSAC is considered sufficient for the verification step and quality scoring.
The outcome is reported to be of similar quality to standard RANSAC, but faster than
both RANSAC and PROSAC, due to the reduced set of high quality inliers. This approach is
essentially a form of non-max suppression, and although is reported to handle degenerate
configurations better than PROSAC, a non-degenerate set of correspondences is not guaranteed.
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3.7 RANSAC’s Variants

Besides the several variants of the classic RANSAC algorithm that are presented in this
section, and due to the special properties of imaging sensors and scenes, a great deal of research
has been on going to optimize the classic RANSAC algorithm and specialize it [19,23,26] for the
intended field of applicability. This accelerating research regarding the RANSAC algorithm is in
direct contrast to its early days of introduction in 1981, where its wide adoption required more
than 10 years, due to RANSAC’s iterative nature and non-deterministic results. Both of these
issues continue to be topics of research, yet todays computing resources and vast data help tune
RANSAC’s output to be suitable for its intended applications.
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4
INFERENCE MODELLING AND RECURSIVE BAYES UPDATING

4.1 Introduction

In this section, probabilistic inference techniques are introduced to aid in understanding
the proposed approach for multi-modal pose estimation, which is embodied within FTRANSAC. In general, each estimate could be viewed as a sensor observation associated with an
uncertainty model. As shown in figure 4.1.1 below, each state xi induces a set of observations zi
where a conditional distribution P(z|x) could be defined to model the observed measurements.
Probabilistic inference fusion techniques could then be applied to the set of observations for a
robust estimation. Equally significant, and as has been observed in the process of this thesis, the
remark of the statistician Georg Box “All models are wrong, but some are useful”. In this chapter,
the mathematical foundations for the assumptions and inference applicability to the estimation
process of the proposed FT-RANSAC are introduced.

Figure 4.1.1: An illustration of conditional probability for a set of observations zi and a set of states xi, from [29].
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The structure of this chapter consists of an overview of Bayesian Inferencing rules,
followed by the assumptions required for suitable applicability. Bayesian recursive updating is
then introduced, and combined with a Gaussian observation model to enable the log-likelihood
and the information filter formulation. For the purposes of this thesis, the focus is on the discrete
domain, whereas details covering the continuous domain could be found in related literature. The
information contained in this chapter are extracted primarily from [25,29,40].

4.2 Bayesian Inferencing

Bayesian inferencing is a probabilistic calculus for reasoning about a set of states

x i ∈{x1,..., x n } given a set of observations zi ∈{z1,...,zn } along with known or proposed
uncertainty models. Such inferencing requires a joint probability distribution P(x,z) relating the
set of states to the set of observations, which could be expanded by applying Bayes rule as
follows:

P(x,z) = P(z | x)P(x) = P(x | z)P(z)

(4.2.1)

it follows that

P(x | z) =

P(z | x)P(x)
P(z)

(4.2.2)

Equation 4.2.2 is known as Bayes theorem. The interpretation of Bayes theorem could be
expresses in terms of a posterior also known as the observation update, a likelihood and a prior as
follows:

Posterior =

likelihoood * prior
evidence

(4.2.3)

Such interpretation enables the estimation of diagnostic reasoning from casual observation given
knowledge about the probability distribution of the true state of the world. The denominator or
evidence is a normalizing constant and is computed as:

P(z) = ∑ P(z | x')P(x')

(4.2.4)

x'

Lastly, Bayes rule of equation (3.2.2) could be expanded to support additional prior
information, and is expressed as:

P(x | y,z) =

P(y | x,z)P(x | z)
P(y | z)

(4. 2.5)

4.3 Inferencing Assumptions
For tractable inference modeling and practical computational implementations, certain
assumptions need to be imposed. In this thesis, the following three strong assumptions, which are
also common in Kalman filter fusion techniques, are applied.
The first assumption is the conditional independence assumption, which is formulated as:

P(x, y | z) = P(x | z)P(y | z)

(4.3.1)
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The second assumption is the Markov assumption, which states that a given observation zt is
independent of prior observations z1:t-1 if the current true state x is known. The Markov
assumption is formulated mathematically as:

P(zt | x 0:t,z1:t −1 ) = P(zt | x t )

(4.3.2)

The third assumption involves the observation model. Under the assumption of a Gaussian
observation model with variance σ2, the conditional probability of an observation zk given the
true state could then be formulated as:

 1 (zk − x) 2 
P(zk | x) =
exp −

2

 2 σ
2πσ 2
1

(4.3.3)

4.4 Recursive Bayes Updating
The recursive Bayes updating rule enables the incremental fusion of various sensors’
measurements with varying uncertainty models by updating the posterior model. The recursive
Bayes updating rule is formulated as:

P(x | z1,...,zn ) =

P(zn | x,z1,...,zn −1 )P(x | z1,...,zn −1 )
P(zn | z1,...,zn −1 )

(4.4.1)

by extracting the constant factor of equation (4.4.1), which is defined as:

k = P −1 (zn | z1,...,zn −1 )

(4.4.2)

and leads to the following reformulation of equation 4.4.1 as:

P(x | z1,...,zn ) = kP(zn | x)P(x | z1,...,zn −1 )

(4.4.3)

by further applying the Markov assumption that the current observation encompasses prior
observations given knowledge of the current state x, equation (4.4.3) is reformulated as:

P(x | z1,...,zn ) = k1...n

∏ P(z

i

| x)P(x)

(4.4.4)

i=1...n

4.5 The Log-Likelihood Formulation
With the assumption of an observation model that follows a Gaussian distribution, the recursive
Bayes formulation could look rather complex. As a result, Bayes rule of equation 4.2.2 could be
transformed into simple additions by taking the log of both sides which is termed the loglikelihood formulation and is represented as:

L(x | z) = L(z | x) + L(x) − L(z)

(4.5.1)

For the purposes of this thesis, no observation model is a-priori known for any of the homography
estimation pipeline types. Therefore, with an initial assumption of an equal variance for the
unknown observation models, equation 4.5.1 as applied to equation 4.3.3 reduces to a simple
averaging process [40], a fact that is applied successfully in the proposed FT-RANSAC design to
compute the best model from the competing solutions, as shown in the evaluation section.
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5
POINT-FEATURES IN THE 2D INTENSITY MODALITY
In the 2D intensity modality, point-feature matching relies on one of two classes of
descriptors: vector descriptors such as the classic SIFT and SURF, and more recently,
binary descriptors such as ORB and BRISK. The main difference between the two types lies
in the descriptor’s length and the associated similarity measure. The SIFT descriptor, for
example, is 128-bytes long with floating point Euclidean distance as a similarity measure.
The BRISK descriptor, on the other hand, is 512-bits (64-bytes) long, with Hamming
distance as a similarity measure. Hardware acceleration of the Hamming distance
computation is summarized in appendix B. Besides the presented summary of each of the
mentioned descriptors highlighting design considerations, advantages, and potential issues,
relevant dependencies such as the FAST keypoint detector and the BRIEF descriptor are
also presented in this section.

5.1 FAST: Features from Accelerated Segment Test
In his 2006 paper titled “Faster and better: a machine learning approach to corner
detection”, Rosten et al. [30] first introduced and later enhanced [31] in 2010 what has
become state-of-the-art and widely adopted binary keypoint detector termed FAST. With
design geared for real-time performance, the FAST keypoint detector relies on bit-string
descriptors, machine learning, early termination, and a simple yet effective intensity based
matching pattern. It is worth noting that the FAST keypoint detector is not scale or
orientation invariant. Yet, due to its high performance, FAST has been adopted by several
descriptor types, including ORB and BRISK, with adaptations for such invariance.

Figure 5.1.1: An illustration of the FAST keypoint detector approach. Courtesy Rosten E. [30,31]

As detailed in [31], and illustrated in figure 5.1.1, the segment test applies a circular
pattern of 16 pixels around each keypoint candidate P to determine if there exist ncontiguous pixels that are brighter or darker than P given a threshold t. The early
termination criteria consists of examining successive pixel pairs, such as (1,9) and then
(5,13) with early termination upon the failure of any of the tests. Finally, a decision tree
classifier is used to maintain keypoints with highest repeatability. The interested reader is
referred to [2,30,31] for further details.
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5.2 BRIEF: Binary Robust Independent Elementary Features
The BRIEF descriptor [32,33]; introduced by Calonder et.al. in 2010, represents
another step in the evolution of point-features in the binary domain. Although BRIEF is not
used directly in this thesis, its coverage here stems from the fact that it forms the basis for
the Oriented FAST and Rotated BRIEF descriptor, termed ORB [3], and its influence on
the design of the BRISK descriptor.

Figure 5.2.1: Illustration of the 128 pixel pairs, randomly sampled on the left, incrementally sampled on
the right, from [32].

The BRIEF descriptor is based on pair-wise intensity comparisons, with n=32, 64, 128
or up to 512 pairs of points in an image patch. To increase stability and repeatability, a
9x9 Gaussian smoothing kernel is applied to the image. Mathematically, each bit in the ndimensional bit string is set to 0 or 1 and described mathematically as follows:

where x and y represent the locations of the keypoint pair in the smoothed image, and p(k)
represent the intensity value at location k. With an image patch size of SxS, best results
were achieved experimentally [33] by using the following Gaussian distribution for the
sampling process of point-pairs:

with

Alternatively, random sampling or incremental radial sampling as shown in figure
5.2.1 could also be applied. Despite its high performance and compact design, the BRIEF
descriptor is able to exceed SURF’s performance in object recognition for up to 17 degrees
of in-plane rotation as could be observed in figure 5.2.2, whereas an oriented version of the
BRIEF descriptor, termed O-BRIEF, is able to match SURF’s performance across the 180degree range of in-plane rotation. Figure 5.2.3 illustrates the planar homography estimation
error as the difference in alignment between the actual orientation as depicted by the black
edges of the target and the estimated orientation as represented by the superimposed white
edges.
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Figure 5.2.2: BRIEF’s object recognition performance as compared to SURF and oriented‐BRIEF across 0‐
180 degrees of in‐plane rotation, from [32].

Figure 5.2.3: Visualization of the homography estimation error using the BRIEF descriptor, from [33].
Notice the difference in alignment between the black edge of the target board and the superimposed
white edges.
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5.3 ORB: Oriented FAST and Rotated BRIEF

Although the BRIEF descriptor is not rotation or scale invariant by design, its high
performance binary construction propelled the next development of maintaining such high
efficiency in an updated variant of BRIEF with the goal of scale and rotation invariance.
As described in Rublee et. al. titled “ORB: an efficient alternative to SIFT or SURF” [3],
an extension to the BRIEF descriptor is introduced that is rotation invariant and to some
extent scale invariant.
The ORB descriptor tackles several weaknesses of the underlying FAST detector and
BRIEF descriptor. As for the FAST detector, ORB introduces a Gaussian pyramid for scale
information, a Harris corner score as FAST does not include a measure for corner strength,
and an intensity centroid [3] as a measure for corner orientation. The resulting FAST
orientation is then applied to compute a lookup table of BRIEF patterns at 12-degree
increments, followed by a post-processing step to form an orientation-invariant basis for
the ORB descriptor. An illustration of the inlier-oriented evaluation of ORB is depicted in
figure 5.3.1, where rBrief implies rotated Brief, and represents what is known as the ORB
descriptor. The dashed curve represents the BRIEF descriptor, which is not rotation
invariant. Both SIFT and SURF evaluation results are displayed for comparative reference.

Figure 5.3.1: Inlier performance of the rBRIF descriptor, as compard to SIFT, SURF, and BRIEF, from [3]
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5.4 BRISK: Binary Robust Invariant Scalable Keypoints
With BRIEF’s and ORB’s weaknesses in handling scale invariance, the BRISK
descriptor [7] was proposed by Leutenegger et. al. in 2011, and is inspired in large part by
both the FAST keypoint detector and the BRIEF descriptor. BRISK attempts to balance the
need for high quality description and efficient computation. The following description of
the BRISK descriptor is extracted primarily from [7].
As the main contribution of the BRISK descriptor is scale invariance while maintaing
the high performance properties of binary description, the FAST keypoint detector is used
as a basis for the BRISK approach. As shown in figures 5.4.1 and 5.5.1, scale invariance is
addressed by creating a SIFT-like [12] scale-space pyramid of layers and sublayers through
progressive downsampling of the original image. Tentative keypoints are obtained through
the application of the FAST 9-16 mask with a fixed threshold across each layer. For each
tentative keypoint, the corner strength, which is defined by the s score of the FAST
detector, is extracted across the scale-space domain for that tentative keypoint. The
tentative keypoint in the scale-space pyramid with the highest corner strength is considered
a true keypoint. Further computations then follow for that keypoint to extract a scale of
higher accuracy by least square fitting of a parabolic function along the space-scale set of
tentative keypoints with sub-pixel floating-point precision. This interpolation process is
highlighted in red of figure 5.4.1.

Figure 5.4.1: Illustration of BRISK’s approach to scale‐invariance, from [7]
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Figure 5.4.2: Illustration of BRISK’s descriptor pattern, from [7]

For the description stage, BRISK applies a deterministic BRISK pattern, as shown in
figure 5.4.2, where the center corresponds to the keypoint of interest, the blue circles
correspond to sampling locations around the keypoint. Each sampling point is restricted to
the corresponding red circule whose radius is that of the standard deviation of the Gaussian
kernel that is used to smooth the intensity around the keypoint [7]. Although BRISK
applies the same principle as BRIEF of intensity comparisons, BRISK uses far less number
of points and the sampled points result in a binary descriptor of 512-bit string length,
matching that of BRIEF64, with similar computational efficiency in the matching process.
As could be observed from figure 5.4.3, BRISK’s repeatability performance is similar to
that of SURF under view point and scale variations.

Figure 5.4.3: BRISK’s repeatability performance as compared to SURF under viewpoint and scale
changes, from [7].
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5.5 SIFT and SURF
The SIFT keypoint and descriptor [12] was introduced by David Lowe in 1999, and
has been the de facto standard for high quality keypoint detection and description since.
SIFT’s high quality results are achieved with high computational complexity and lack of
real-time performance for most applications. As a result, the SURF keypoint and descriptor
[13] was later introduced by Herbert Bay in 2006 with partial support from Toyota, which
currently owns the patent rights to the SURF descriptor. As both SIFT and SURF are
covered with great detail in the original publications [11,12,13], and in subsequent reviews
and analysis such as [34,35,38], the interested reader is referred to such publications for
comprehensive design and evaluation details. This section serves as an overview of the
highlights of each descriptor, and as a basis for future discussions.
Both the SIFT and SURF approaches are vector based with 128-dimension vector for
the SIFT case per keypoint whereas the SURF descriptor could be defined as SURF-36 for
high speed 36-dimension description and up to 128 as in SURF-128 for higher quality
results. The default configuration is 64 byte for the SURF descriptor, which is the value
employed throughout this thesis.

Figure 5.5.1: Illustration of scale‐space computation using the DoG operator, from [12].

The SIFT and SURF descriptors are designed for both scale and rotation invariance.
SIFT’s approach for scale invariance defines what has since become a standard in scale
invariance, and has since been adopted in various forms by a good number of todays
leading point-feature approaches such as that of BRISK, as the similarities between figures
4.4.1 and 5.5.1 reflect. Scale invariance in SIFT relies on extracting extrema points across
the scale-space domain, where the scale-space domain is formed by convolving the image
with a Gaussian to generate layers for each octave, and further extracting the difference of
Gausians to generate layers for sub-octaves as shown in figure 5.5.1 and detailed in [12].
SIFT keypoints are the ones that form the maxima or the minima from the set of 26
neighbours in the 3x3 region of the current and adjacent scales.
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Figure 5.5.2: Illustration of SIFT’s descriptor creation process, from [12].

The SIFT descriptor consists of a histogram for each keypoint’s neighbourhood
representing the gradient magnitudes and orientations of each of the neighbours in a 4x4
subregions, as shown in figure 5.5.2, where the neighbourhood region is defined by a Gaussian
window over the keypoint.
The SURF descriptor, on the other hand, is conceived to be a faster alternative to SIFT by
employing various approximations which are summarized as follows. The first approximation
is the replacement of SIFT’s DoG with a box filter as illustrated with figure 5.5.3 in an effort
to balance SIFT’s scale precision with efficient run-time performance.

Figure[5.5.3]: Approximating a DoG operator with a box filter, from [13].

The second approximation is the replacement of SIFT’s 4x4 histogram of oriented
gradients with a Haar-wavelet response. The Haar-wavelet approach, as pointed out in [3],
results in a lower discriminative power of the SURF descriptor at multiples of 45-degree of inplane rotations as shown in figure 5.3.1. A scale invariant-only version, terms U-SURF or
upright SURF, is introduced in the original publication for further computational efficiency
and increase in discriminative power for applications that do not require orientation
invariance[13]. Finally, the concept of integral images [36,37] has been adopted by the SURF
descriptor for efficient descriptor computation. Such design decisions and approximations for
both the SIFT and SURF approaches are reflected in terms of both robustness and run-time
performance as is shown in the evaluation section, as well as in the comprehensive coverage
of published works as in those of [11,12,13,34,35,38].
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6
POINT-FEATURES IN THE POINT CLOUD MODALITY

6.1 Introduction

The point cloud modality facilitates the extraction of a scene’s surface properties; such
as surface point normals and curvature. Although such properties could be computed from
the intensity modality only, the quality of the results are illumination dependent, and the
measurements are up to a scale factor in the absence of additional sensors or calibrated
markers.
Besides capturing surface properties, the 3-dimensional nature of point cloud data
provides an advantage in constructing linear systems for homography estimation, in that
each valid point cloud ‘point’ provides 3 variables or constraints, instead of 2 in the 2D
intensity modality. On the other hand, 3D projectivity represents 15DoF [28,39] and
requires a larger number of points than the 2D case for a system of a full rank. Although
the Z or depth direction of a given point in point cloud exhibits different noise
characteristics than those of the plane parallel to the sensor, estimation computations in this
thesis do not account for such difference.
From a feature descriptor’s discriminative power aspect, surface properties add
another dimension to the mentioned intensity based local descriptors and share the same
local descriptor region concept, referred to as point-feature representations in the literature.
As pointed out in [39], desirable properties of 3D descriptors include 6DoF invariance to
3D rigid transformations while accommodating small variations in sampling density and
noise. Such invariance is supported by the concept of a local reference frame which is
constructed to contain relative geometric properties between neighbouring points of the
point cloud as illustrated in figure 6.2.1.
In this chapter, three state-of-the art point-features that are design specifically for point
cloud processing are covered. These point-feature descriptors include (a) Fast Feature Point
Histograms (FPFH), which will be refer to as FPFH33, (b) Signature of Histograms of
OrienTations (SHOT), which will be referred to as SHOT352, and (c) Color Signature of
Histograms of OrienTations (C-SHOT), which will be referred to as SHOT1344
throughout. The number associated with the name of each point-feature is to further
highlight the size of the descriptor in bytes, as typically, descriptors with larger size are
more computationally expensive in terms of correspondence estimation than smaller ones.
In the following sections, a summary of each of the mentioned point-cloud descriptors is
provided as a basis for discussion in the evaluation section.
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6.2 The Fast Point Feature Histogram
The fast point feature histogram [8], termed FPFH, is a performance efficient variant of
the point feature histogram [41,42], termed PFH, with computational complexity on the order
of O(nk) for FPFH instead of O(nk2) for PFH; where n is number of points in the cloud, and k
is the number of neighbouring points.

Figure 6.2.1: Illustration of the FPFH descriptor, and the associated local reference frame, from [43,52]

To enable a rotation invariant surface descriptor, a local reference frame, based on the
Darboux uvn frame [8,39,55], is extracted at each keypoint. As shown in figure 6.2.1, within
a radius r from each keypoint, the following is computed between each point and each of its k
neighbours, hence an O(nk) complexity:

Figure 6.2.2: An illustration of Darboux‐based uvn frame computation, from [39,52].

A 3-dimensional histogram is constructed to represent surface properties of the keypoints
using the triplet (α , φ,θ ) that are extracted from the Darboux uvn frame shown above. This 3dimensional histogram forms the Simple Point Feature Histogram, termed SPFH. To enhance
the discriminative power of the descriptor at each keypoint, a final descriptor per keypoint,
consisting of SPFH at each keypoint and a weighted average of SPFH at each neighbouring
point is computed, as shown in figure 6.2.2, where the weight wk represents the distance
between the keypoint and the corresponding neighbour:

Figure 6.2.2: FPFH as a composite of SPFH per keypoint, and a weighted average of SPFH of
neighbouring points, from [8,39,52].
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6.3 SHOT352 and SHOT1344
In his paper titled “Unique signatures of histograms for local surface description”,
introduced Tombari et. al. [5] the first of two variants of point-features for surface
description of point cloud data. One variant captures both surface and color properties, and
is termed C-SHOT or SHOT1344 [10], for its size of 1344 bytes. The other variant
captures surface properties only, and is termed SHOT352 or simply SHOT [5]. The SHOT
descriptor attempts to address several of the challenges present in surface geometry
description such as the ambiguous nature of local reference frames [5], and the tradeoffs
between robustness and uniqueness through the utilization of both signatures and
histograms. Although the SHOT descriptor variants are rotation invariant, they are not
scale invariant.

Figure 6.3.1: An illustration of (a) the 16 Sector Spherical Grid and (b) Surface Geometry per Sector
along with a representative histogram, from [5,10,43].

At the heart of the SHOT descriptor is an elaborate structure describing the
neighbourhood of each keypoint, in the form of a spherical grid as shown in figure 6.3.1.
The spherical grid contains 32 sectors, each defines one local histogram for geometric
features in the SHOT352 case, and an additional local histogram for texture information in
the SHOT1344 case. For surface geometry information, the histogram maintains angular
data in the form of the cosines of the angle between the keypoint normal and the normal of
each of the neighbouring points. For the texture information, the histogram maintains
texture information per keypoint using the CIELab representation of the keypoint and its
support. It is worth noting that despite the significant increase in computational complexity
of the SHOT1344, its performance has been observed to be not significantly better than
that of the SHOT352 descriptor in typical scenarios. An observation that has been also
confirmed through the elaborate evaluation section in this thesis.
Another distinguishing aspect of the SHOT descriptor is its hybrid approach in terms
of applying both signatures and histograms to balance the need for both robustness and
uniqueness. Whereas histogram descriptors maintain the descriptor values for the keypoints
in a histogram structure, signature descriptors use single values to represent descriptor
values. The SHOT descriptor achieves the signature of histograms effect by applying
quadrilinear interpolation to group a given keypoint’s histograms into a unique signature.
Like the FPFH descriptor, the SHOT descriptor has a computational complexity of O(nk),
where n is the number of keypoints, and k are the number of neighbours per keypoint. Yet,
the SHOT352 with its 352 byte-size, is 10x the size of the FPFH descriptor, which is only
33-bytes in length. As further details are beyond the scope of this thesis, the interested
reader is invited to review the comprehensive coverage of the SHOT descriptor and its
variants in the following publications [5,10,43,44].
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7
FT-RANSAC: DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY

7.1 Design Considerations

One aspect that influenced the overall design is the interdependence between a given
feature descriptor type and the associated keypoint type in the 2D modality, as opposed to those
in the 3D modality. Scale and orientation invariant descriptors in the 2D modality such as SIFT
inherit scale information from the underlying keypoints. The 3D descriptor types in this project
do not exhibit such dependency, and do not require scale or rotation information from the
underlying keypoints as the chosen 3D descriptors are rotation invariant due to the employed
local reference frame (LRF), but are not scale invariant by design. The chosen 2D descriptor
types, on the other hand, are all rotation and scale invariant. Follows are the selected state-of-the
art descriptors with references to the original published work:
I. Classic 2D feature descriptors: SIFT [12], SURF [13]
II. Binary 2D feature descriptors: ORB [3], BRISK [7]
III. Point cloud 3D feature descriptors: FPFH [8], SHOT [5], C-SHOT [10]
Furthermore, the following RANSAC-based homography estimation measures (also referred as
derived measures) are introduced for multi-descriptor evaluation:
I. MD2dR: RANSAC of k-best 2D multi-descriptor correspondences for
homography estimation.
II. MD3dR: RANSAC of k-best 3D multi-descriptor correspondences for
homography estimation.
III. MD3dUR: RANSAC of the intersection set of k-best 3D multi-descriptor
tentative correspondences for homography estimation.

Detailed analysis and evaluation results of the above techniques and state-of-the art approaches in
RANSAC inspired the proposed approach for FT-RANSAC, for multi-modal robust estimation.
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7.1.1 Multi-Descriptor Considerations
Multi-descriptor correspondence matching is based on the top K correspondences with
minimal distance measure; where K is an input parameter. There are several factors that needed to
be considered in building a model for multi-descriptor correspondence matching. One factor is
the numerical value of this minimal distance measure, which varies depending on the type and
modality of the chosen descriptor. As a result, attempting to sort tentative correspondences after
merging all correspondence sets does not produce the desired results. It is critical that distancebased sorting of correspondence sets precedes the merge process. Consequently, the best K
correspondences of each descriptor type are included in the final merged set.
Another factor is the RANSAC threshold, which is dependent on descriptor’s modality.
In the 2D modality, RANSAC’s threshold applies to pixel space where the 2D correspondences
operate on keypoints with sub-pixel precision. In the 3D modality, RANSAC’s threshold applies
to the metric space of the point cloud. In each modality, the set of outliers has its own
characteristics influencing the choice of the associated threshold value.
A third factor is that RANSAC, by definition, relies on the randomness of the tentative
correspondence set in selecting candidates for each iteration. By having a sorted input, the error in
homography estimation from a tentative correspondence set of a given single-type descriptor
increased not in all, but in some 2D descriptor types such as ORB and SURF. On the other hand,
the error in homography estimation decreased with a sorted RANSAC input for single-type
correspondences of 3D descriptors and BRISK in the 2D modality. This observation could be
interpreted as a measure of the quality of tentative inliers per descriptor type or modality, where
the distance measure is directly proportional to the inliers’ quality. Such interpretation inspired
further experimentation with different randomizations of RANSAC’s input in evaluating multidescriptor correspondence matching.
Based on experimental results, lower error rate in homography estimation could be
achieved if RANSAC’s input consists of top-K multi-descriptor correspondences that were
merged 2-3 times, to help balance the distribution of tentative inliers, particularly those of
descriptors with no direct correlation to the distance measure. Further re-randomization of
RANSAC’s input typically results in higher error rate, and may lead to degenerate conditions [4]
outweighing the value of re-randomization.

7.1.2 Multi-Modal Considerations

For a multi-modal tentative correspondence set, several aspects need to be considered
including variable noise metrics per modality and sensor, and different distance-measure metrics.
Furthermore, the difference in coordinates of keypoints per modality may require an interpolation
and a re-projection from one modality onto the other for a consistent model extraction. For the
purposes of this thesis, an approach that includes a single tentative correspondence set with
elements that represent multiple modalities is not further considered.
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7.1.3 Bayesian Inferencing Considerations

One aspect of the proposed FT-RANSAC approach is the redundant processing of source
data, and the impact on the fusion model. To address this aspect, I’ll recall the conditional
independence assumption of equation 4.3.1 which is repeated here for convenience:

P(z1,...,zn | x) =

∏ P(z

i

| x)

(7.1.3.1)

i=1...n

The conditional independence assumption states that observations with shared
dependence of a measurement state can be considered conditionally independent per equation
7.1.3.1 above, if the only shared dependency or state is the true state of the world. This
assumption forms the basis for popular algorithms such as the Kalman filter and its various
derivatives, whose goal is the fusion of multiple sensor measurements of the same state. With the
proposed FT-RANSAC’s reliance on a shared scene, but with different keypoint extractors,
descriptors and modalities, the conditional independence assumption is met except for the derived
correspondences in the 2D and 3D modalities. For conformance to the conditional independence
assumption, pose estimations that are extracted from derived correspondences are excluded from
the fusion process.
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7.2 Architectural Design of the Proposed FT-RANSAC

In this section, the architecture of the proposed extension, termed FT-RANSAC, that
extends the classic RANSAC algorithm for multi-modal robust estimation is introduced. The
proposed approach combines both the multi-descriptor approach and the multi-modality approach
for exhaustive analysis of the performance of each pipeline. Although the focus of this thesis is on
the planar homography estimation pipeline, the same approach could be extended to other models
and modalities. The minimum requirement of the FT-RANSAC approach, as depicted in figure
7.2.1 is that each tentative correspondence set needs to represent the same scene.

Figure 7.2.1: An illustrative diagram of the proposed FT‐RANSAC architecture [26]
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Stage 1: Guided Sampling with a Cutoff Filter

In the classic RANSAC approach, no assumption or a priori information is considered
regarding the correspondences in a given correspondence set. Consequently, all correspondences
of a set are assumed to be of the same quality and accuracy in the hypothesis generation stage.
This assumption does not necessarily hold as pointed out by PROSAC [9], noting that the
correspondence set’s similarity measure embodies the quality of each element. In FT-RANSAC,
we apply a similar approach to PROSAC, where elements of the correspondence set are ordered
based on the correspondence estimation similarity measure. Unlike PROSAC, the progressive
approach to the sampling process is replaced with a modality-independent threshold, and is used
to extract the best correspondences for the hypothesis generation stage. This threshold is the
smaller value of either (a) a multiple of the minimum number of correspondences that are
required to compute a model, or (b) top x% of the correspondences. In our experiments, the top
20-30% of correspondences consistently provided the best results.

Stages 2: Single‐Modality Fusion & Re‐randomization

As pointed out in [9,20], high quality inliers tend to be close together or lie on the same
degenerate structure. Alternatively, the number of high quality tentative inliers may simply be
insufficient for model extraction and verification. To enhance the tolerance to this type of failure
within a single modality, correspondence sets of Stage 1 that represent different keypoints and
descriptor types, therefore, less likely to be close together or lie on the same degenerate structure,
are merged and re-randomized as an optional input to Stage 3.

Stages 3‐7: Multi‐Instances of the Classic RANSAC

For an extensible and multi-core ready design, our approach forms a wrapper around the
classic RANSAC algorithm, stages 3-7 of figure 7.2.1. Each instance of RANSAC, or one of its
variants such as SCRAMSAC[20] or MLESAC[23] accepts as an input a single modality of a
tentative correspondence set from stages 1 or 2. The output of each RANSAC instance is passed
then to the dimensionality reduction stage of the same instance.

Stage 8: Dimensionality Reduction

The classic RANSAC approach and its variants output a model represented by its
parameters, a 9-parameter transformation matrix in the 2D homography estimation case, or a 16parameter transformation matrix in the point cloud case, where the computation is up to a scale
factor in the 2D case. With the presence of competing models, each representing a different
modality, precision and noise characteristics, a direct parameter-wise comparison of matrix
elments is not feasible. Furthermore, the rotation matrix is over-parameterized, with 9 parameters
representing the embodied 3 angular values. To extract the angular values, each 9-parameter or
16-parameter matrix is converted into a set of geometrically comparable axis-angle values.
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With the ground truth being represented by an in-plane rotation in this thesis, further
defining the axis of interest, the pose estimation is represented by the quadrant-invariant in-plane
angular rotation around the in-plane axis. This conversion enables an efficient and intuitive
comparison, in degrees or radians, of the estimated rotation around the roation axis, and enables
subsequent clustering, and fusion as discussed in the next section.

Stage 9: Multi‐Modal Consistency Voting
In the classic RANSAC algorithm, the best model is formed from the least square fit of
the set of inliers having the largest support, with the implicit assumption of homogenous inlier
properties. With FT-RANSAC, the competing models do not have to be homogenous, but are
required to represent the same model. As described in the dimensionality reduction stage, each of
the competing models as computed by the classic RANSAC approach is converted into a set of
geometrically comparable values of the same units, and therefore, could be compared across the
different modalities. Specifically, the estimated angular value of in-plane rotation as computed by
each of the homography estimation pipelines. In the voting stage, the competing models are
classified into clusters, in other words, binned into a histogram as shown in figure 7.2.2, based on
the anticipated error threshold. The cluster containing the most number of estimates that are
within the error threshold is used to compute the final model. Other approaches that were
examined include (1) An adaptive technique that superimposes a Gaussian distribution on the
voting results. (2) The selection of best quality descriptor types as cluster centroids. (3) The
selection of one cluster centroid per modality.
After empirical evaluation of each of the clustering schemes, a fixed error threshold of
0.2 degrees was found to best represent the tested sensors, and to provide the best results reported
in this thesis. The other mentioned clustering approaches could be valuable if large variations in
the input are to be expected, or if a-priori information about the quality of the utilized descriptors
or modalities are to be used.

Figure 7.2.2: An illustration of consistency voting by clustering of in‐plane rotation estimates

The final step is to compute the best model by identifying the cluster with the largest
number of votes, #5 in figure 7.2.2, and averaging the contained estimates within this cluster.
The averaging process is mathematically justified by the assumptions of sections 4.3, 4.5 and
7.1.3, as applied to an unknown Gaussian model with equal variance. Such inference framework
could be expanded to accommodate detailed estimation models for higher precision and enhanced
robustness.
As detailed in the evaluation section, the assumptions underlying the proposed approach
enabled FT-RANSAC to achieve a level of robustness that exceeds single-modality state-of-the
art of either the 2D or 3D modalities. Such performance reinforces Georg Box’s remark “All
models are wrong, but some are useful”.
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8
FT-RANSAC: IMPLEMENTATION
8.1 Introduction

In this section, areas of interest in the implementation process will be highlighted to
complement the design section, and to aid in understanding the evaluation section. FT-RANSAC
as described in the design section has been implemented in this thesis for cross platform
functionality. Stand alone versions were implemented for 64-bit Windows 7, Ubuntu 12.04-14.10,
and as an ROS node under both ROS Hydro and Indigo. The development environment consists
of C++ as a development language, cmake cross-platform build environment, and Matlab code
for statistical evaluation and graphical representation of the final results, along with several
library dependencies as detailed in section 8.3.

8.2 Hardware Setup
To handle the computational and experimental demands of point clouds and image
processing in a cross-platform setting, a combination of the classic Intel Core II ranging from 2.4
- 3.0 GHz and Intel i-7 ranging from 2.6 - 4.2GHz were set for the task, with up to 100% utilized
load on all-cores, and full saturation of 16GB of memory. Furthermore, virtual machines
configured with Ubuntu and ROS were also utilized for cross-platform development and testing.
The final results presented in this thesis were performed exclusively on an Intel Core II at 2.4GHz
and 4GB of memory with typical memory utilization of around 1 GB.

Figure 8.2.1: A co‐registered LWIR / intensity and RGB images of some of the hardware in use.
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8.3 Software Dependencies and Libraries

As the focus of this thesis is on multi-modal homography estimation using RANSAC, the
available open source implementations of keypoints, descriptors, correspondence matching,
correspondence rejection and homography estimation of OpenCV 2.4.6 [56] and PCL 1.7 [52]
were employed throughout. Dependency libraries such as Eigen[50] and boost[51] were also
used. For ROS integration, both ROS Hydro and ROS Indigo [53] were used, along with the
catkin build environment, and ROS’s own distribution of the PCL and OpenCV libraries which
are slightly different from the stand-alone ones. Excluding dependencies and datasets, 26 C++
code files form the project for this thesis, and require as much as 3.5 minutes of compile and
build time, due to the required platform-specific compiler keywords and template induced code
generation. Matlab scripts were used for statistical analysis and graphical representations of the
final results.

8.4 Functors and Guided Sampling
Throughout the project, there have been several occasions where ordered lists based on
certain properties such as similarity measures or the estimated error were needed. With most of
the data already contained within STL vector data types, the syntax of adaptable-functions that
are based on functors were used to enable the sorting process. In C++, a functor is a function that
acts like an object, enabling the functor to have access to information that are not available to
classic C functions such as class member data. In bare-metal lingo, the functor is a function that is
allowed to have its own magical this pointer, and all the flexibility that comes with that. As
adaptable functions are able to export data types of parameters and return types through the
functional library, extending this programming model through the use of C++ templates makes
for a versatile and robust approach. Effectively, the functor/adaptable functions paradigm is the
C++ type-constrained equivalent to the more versatile wild-west approach of the C language’s
function pointers.

Figure 8.4.1: Code snippet of a functor applied to sorting based on the estimated error.

As shown in figure 8.4.1 above, the functor sortPerfDataByEstErr accepts two input
parameter of the perfData type, returns a bool, and performs the comparison on the distance data
member. The std::binary_function enables the functional library. With the above implementation,
this functor is applied as an input to std::sort along with a container of STL vector data to be
sorted. The outcome is an ordered list sorted by the distance measure. Other measures that
benefited from Functors as an implementation approach include the estimated error measure to
determine estimations with lowest error, and the vote count measure to determine votes with
highest support.
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8.5 Correspondence Estimation
Correspondence estimation is the process of matching each keypoint from the source
image with a keypoint in the target image based on the L2 distance between the associated
descriptors. As this approach assumes that each source keypoint must have a matching target
keypoint, an assumption that may not always hold true, correspondence rejection must be applied
to remove outliers from the estimated correspondence set. The following three approaches for
correspondence rejection were explored in this thesis:
I.

Correspondence cross check, also known as 2-way correspondence matching: In this
approach source->target correspondences are matched against target->source
correspondences. Correspondences that are not present in both sets are removed.

II. Lowe’s L2 ratio measure[11,12]: In this approach, the ratio of the L2 distances of top 2
nearest neighbours is computed. Lowe’s proposal is to reject correspondences whose
ratio is >= 0.5. With the experimental evaluation in this thesis, a ratio of 0.1 is found to
be a practical threshold for correspondence rejection. One drawback of Lowe’s ratio
measure is the additional floating point division per correspondence. Lowe’s measure
should not be viewed as an alternative to the cross-check approach described above, as
Lowe’s measure preserves correspondences based on local matching strength, essentially
a form of non-max suppression whose desirability is application dependent.
III. Uniqueness filter: This filter could be viewed as an extension to the cross-check
correspondence rejection when applied to correspondence sets of multiple descriptor
types. This rejection filter requires that multi-descriptor correspondences to be computed
for the same set of keypoints. Although this filter returns a high percentage of inliers as
could be expected, the pose estimation error may actually grow due to the smaller size of
the inliers’ set.

Figure 8.5.1: Code snippet of correspondence matching in the 2D intensity modality.

As shown in figure 8.5.1 above, correspondence matching for 2D intensity keypoints are
based on the distance measure between the corresponding descriptors. For the classic SIFT and
SURF descriptors, the standard L-2 distance is used as a distance measure. For the binary ORB
and BRISK descriptors, the hamming distance measure is used. In both cases, a 2-way or crosscheck approach is applied to reject weak correspondences.
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In the point cloud domain, correspondence matching is performed in a similar manner to
the intensity domain, by applying the L-2 distance as a descriptor similarity measure with further
refinement using the cross-check approach. From an implementation viewpoint, PCL’s object
oriented approach includes a type-aware CorrespondenceEstimation templated object, as shown
in figure 8.5.2, whereas the openCV approach requires a switch statement with a per-type case
statement for type-specific matching invocation.

Figure 8.5.2: Code snippet of correspondence matching in the 3D modality.

8.6 Homography Estimation
As described in section two, homography estimation is the process of computing a
transformation that maps a set of points in one coordinate system to the corresponding ones in
another coordinate system, with the assumption that each set of corresponding points are valid
inliers. Due to the presence of outliers, as with empirical data collected in natural environments,
RANSAC is one of the popular approaches to filter out outliers, and to compute a model from an
tentative inlier-only set.
The openCV approach to homography computation is straight forward as shown in figure
8.6.1, with source and target correspondence points and the inlier threshold as input, and the inlier
count as output. One noticeably desirable yet missing parameter here is the maximum number of
iterations RANSAC should perform.
The PCL approach to homography estimation is rather sophisticated with an extensible
architecture that incorporates recent advances in correspondence estimation and outlier detection
techniques. Unlike openCV, PCL’s architecture does not consider homography estimation as a
primary goal in itself, rather as a geometric constraint in a RANSAC-based correspondence
rejection structure. By introducing a correspondence rejection architecture, various state-of-the art
outlier detection and rejection algorithms could be incorporated as further building blocks in a
generic scene registration pipeline.

Figure 8.6.1: Homography estimation in the 2D openCV domain

Figure 8.6.2: Homography estimation as a geometric contraint registration model in a correspondence rejection
architecture, as represented in the point cloud library.
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Consequently, further scene specific outlier detection and removal techniques, such as
those required for plane extraction and normal or curvature consistency, could be easily
implemented to further refine the correspondence set prior to homography estimation
computation.

8.7 Dimensionality Reduction and Consistency Voting
As described in the dimensionality reduction of section 7.2 , the resulting homography
estimates of section 8.6 are represented, for the purposes of this thesis, by a single axis-angle
value, which is extracted using the quadrant-invariant in-plane angular rotation. As shown in
figure 8.7.1, the set of extracted angular estimates are then binned into a histogram with 0.2
degrees of resolution. The consistency voting stage averages the set with the largest support, to
extract the final model. The values represented in figure 8.7.1 reflect those of a degenerate scene,
as detailed in the evaluation section, hence the large magnitude of error for the majority of the
estimates. Vote list 5 represents the set with the largest support, and constitutes FT-RANSAC’s
output of the best extracted model.

Figure 8.7.1: An illustration of histogram binning and consistency voting

8.8 Multi-threading with Boost
Scalability via multi-threading is implemented through the boost library[51], where up to
5 threads could be dispatched in this implementation. The number of threads could be
automatically configured to match the underlying hardware, or explicitly specified. Figure 8.8.1
below illustrates the performance gain of such an implementation and associated load balancing
aspects. The figure depicts multi-threading performance on an Intel Core II processor, reflecting
about 60% performance improvement when 2 threads have been dispatched instead of a single
thread, with about 70% utilization rate.

Figure 8.8.1: FT‐RANSAC’s load balancing performance with 2 threads on an Intel Core II, 2.4GHz.
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8.9 ROS Integration Considerations

Integration within the ROS[53] environment requires FT-RANSAC to be re-implemented
as an ROS node or as an ROS nodelet. The ROS nodelet paradigm has been envisioned to enable
zero-copy and high speed shared-access to high bandwidth input sources such as imaging devices
and laser scanners. Shared-access to imaging and laser scans through an ROS node, on the other
hand, requires serialization and deserialization of such data with the associated run-time
performance implications. For the purposes of this thesis, and for direct one-to-one comparison
with the stand alone version of FT-RANSAC, an ROS node approach is selected with direct, nonshared, access to the RGB-D source. In other words, without reliance on the ROS supplied
bridges for serialization and deserialization of input streams.
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8.10 Challenges and Remarks
•

Polymorphism and C++ Templates: In PCL, the deep propagation of template types into
the inheritance tree, makes polymorphism a non-trivial task. One such example is multitype descriptor computation, another example is CorrespondenceEstimation<T,T> when
applied to multiple descriptor types. This further highlights the possibility that multidescriptor approaches were not considered in the original design.

•

Declarations, Definitions and the C++ Template approach: While object oriented design
approaches and languages encourage the separation of declaration from definition,
templates in C++ nullify this separation as template definition must be in the header file.
Aside from the lack of abstraction, any template-specific change as is common during
experimentation or bug fixes, forces a time-consuming re-compile. As a result, a
maximum of around 20 builds/experiments per hour, at 3 minutes per build, instead of the
potential of 120 builds per hour for a classic non-template C implementation, as in
OpenCV, could be achieved.

•

Given the large set of dependencies of the utilized libraries and the cross-platform nature
of the project, jumping into assembly level debugging was essential and has been helpful
in various scenarios, as shown in figure [8.9.1] below.

Figure [8.9.1]: A snapshot of assembly level debugging to isolate a bug with no debug information.

•

Compile-time vs Link-time Error Reporting: In large scale C++ template libraries like
PCL, templates form the foundation of various data type declarations such as the point
cloud type declaration. With a template type declaration using a misspelled type for
example, link-time errors of unresolved externals in a C++ mangled form, which are the
result of undefined variables of compiler generated code from template headers, are
generated – instead of the traditional compile-time error reporting that are faster to track.
This further highlights how C++ templates negate the original goal of the C and C++
languages in terms of a compile-time error model.
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•

Name Space Collisions: Both openCV and PCL use FLANN as a name space, resulting in
a namespace collision, and requiring the use of the fully qualified name to access one
implementation vs. the other.

•

Redundant Keypoints: The SIFT keypoint generator outputs redundant keypoints when a
given keypoint has no distinct orientation, an issue for SIFT keypoints when used with
non-SIFT descriptors. In this implementation, a function for redundant keypoint removal
has been implemented to maintain a minimal set.

•

RANSAC Iterations in OpenCV: The openCV library (2.4.4-2.4.7) does not allow
controlling the number of RANSAC iterations when computing the homography using
the cv::findHomography() function.

•

The Opaque Datatype in OpenCV: In the C++ wrapper for openCV (2.4.4-2.4.7), an
over-usage of the opaque OutputArray effectively hides the required datatypes.

•

Compile time and Patform-specific Compiler Keywords: Due to the required multiplatorm (Linux/Windows) support and template-related code generation, the compile
time of a single build consumed over 3 minutes, effectively reducing the experimental
productivity within a given amount of time. For instance, adding the required yet
unnecessary ‘const’ keyword, to satisfy the gcc compiler on Ubuntu 12.04, increased the
compile time by around 50% ( from a little over 2 minutes to over 3 minutes ).
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9
EVALUATION AND ANALYSIS
In this section, the proposed approach is evaluated against state-of-the-art singlemodality descriptor based approaches across both the 2D and 3D modalities, for robustness and
handling of degenerate conditions. At first, parameter settings and samples of the dataset are
presented. FT-RANSAC’s estimation performance is then compared to state-of-the art in the 2D
and 3D modalities, for both normal and potentially degenerate scenes. Furthermore, the
correlation between the inlier-ratio and the magnitude of estimation error is analyzed. This
chapter is concluded with detailed analysis of run-time performance of each stage of the pipeline,
including the run-time overhead of running as an integrated node within the ROS ecosystem.

9.1 Evaluation Approach

The experimental evaluation of FT-RANSAC was performed on multi-modal image
pairs, each consists of co-registered intensity-range images. Each image pair is formed from two
different scans of the same scene with sensor noise. An in-plane rotation of 0-60 degrees with 5degree incremental resolution is then applied to one image in the pair to establish the ground
truth. Feature based correspondence estimation is used to generate RANSAC's input. In the 2D
modality, SIFT[11,12], SURF[13], ORB[3] and BRISK[7] were applied to generate 4 different
sets of tentative correspondences. In the point cloud domain, FPFH33 [8], SHOT352 [5,10], and
SHOT1344 [5,10] were used to generate another 3 sets of tentative correspondences.
Furthermore, three more tentative correspondence sets that represent derived single-modality
multi-descriptor correspondences are generated, specifically: MD2dR: RANSAC applied to a
combined set of top 2D SIFT, SURF, ORB and BRISK descriptor correspondences. MD3dR:
RANSAC applied to a combined set of top 3D FPFH33, SHOT352 and SHOT1344 descriptor
correspondences. MD3dUR:
RANSAC applied to a combined set of unique 3D FPFH33,
SHOT352 and SHOT1344 descriptor correspondences. In total, ten sets of tentative
correspondence sets across the 2D and 3D modalities are computed for subsequent RANSAC
processing. Lastly, the proposed approach, FT-RANSAC, represents the results of dimensionality
reduction and consistency voting as it is applied to both 2D intensity images and 3D point cloud
correspondence sets. The evaluation error is the difference between the known ground truth and
RANSAC’s estimates.

9.2 Dataset
In this section, sample images of the dataset for this thesis are presented in a colouredvoxelized point cloud form, along with selected representations of depth data. The co-registered
RGB-D dataset was generated using the Asus Xtion Pro Live [16], with a 640x480 image
resolution. The format of the input dataset is represented by the point cloud library’s PCD file
format, ASCII or binary, that consists of co-registered, 640x480 pixels, RGB along with 307200
organized point cloud depth data.
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9.3 A Comparison with 2D State-of-the Art
Current state-of-the art in point-feature 2D homography estimation relies on the SIFT
descriptor, followed by SURF, in terms of quality of tentative correspondences. ORB and BRISK,
on the other hand, excel in run-time performance due to their binary nature as was described in
sections 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4. Yet, they do not possess the same discriminative power nor do they
produce the same level of high quality tentative correspondences as those of SIFT for example.
During the test runs of this evaluation, ORB and BRISK produced 5x to 10x the number of
tentative correspondences as SIFT or SURF. Due to the hamming distance correspondence
measure of binary descriptors, correspondence estimation is still orders of magnitude faster than
those of SIFT or SURF, but not necessarily of similar quality due to the large number of false
correspondences. By applying a reduced set of high quality tentative inliers as in PROSAC [9],
correspondence sets of binary descriptors output reasonable estimates.

Figure 9.3.1: An error comparison of FT‐RANSAC’s output to 2D state‐of‐the‐art.

Equally, correspondence estimation based on the SURF pipeline is not of similar quality
to that of SIFT, as shown in figure 9.3.1 above. Here, it is worth pointing out that the default
SURF-64 implementation is in use, ie, 64-byte SURF descriptors, whereas SIFT is 128 bytes by
default. SURF’s 64-byte length is a default design decision for precision-runtime tradeoff.
Furthermore, as was shown in figure 5.3.1, the SURF descriptor suffers from variable
discriminative power along the rotation range further magnifying the effects of a short descriptor
length. For example, SURF’s pipeline reached an error of 6.1 degrees at 25 degrees of in-plane
rotation, an error level that none of the pipelines based on binary descriptors achieved on this data
sample.
The proposed FT-RANSAC approach, as represented in red of figure 9.3.1 above, clearly
outperforms the full set of 2D state-of-the art pipelines in terms of stability and robustness to
noise and jittery pose estimates. FT-RANSAC maintained an error level well below 0.1 degrees
across the test range. SIFT on the otherhand reached a 0.1 degrees of error at a 15-degree of inplane rotation. This is significant for localization and navigation filters that rely on pose
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estimation input, such as Kalman filters, where recovery from a processed erroneous pose input is
not possible. Therefore, FT-RANSAC’s high quality pose estimates can reduce the accumulated
error significantly.

9.4 A Comparison with 3D State-of-the Art
Unlike 2D point-features, where the goal is to capture intensity properties, 3D pointfeatures capture surfaces properties where each point is represented by its 3D coordinates, its
local reference frame, and optionally, the associated color histogram, as was described in sections
6.2 and 6.3. The significance of the extra dimension per point correspondence lies in the
additional constraints as well as the additional data required per point for homography estimation.
The end effect is that of a more stable or predictable estimate than that of the 2D counterparts, yet
the higher noise of level range data is also well represented in such homography estimation. As
shown in figure 9.4.1 below, none of the estimates based on 3D point-feature correspondences
exceeded 0.5 degrees of error, whereas the estimates of their 2D counterparts reached as much as
6.1 degrees of error as shown in figure 9.3.1 for the same data sample.

Figure 9.4.1: An error comparison of FT‐RANSAC’s output to 3D state‐of‐the‐art

As could be clearly observed in figure 9.4.1 above, the error of FT-RANSAC’s
homography estimation output is consistently below 0.1 despite the high level of noise in range
data and despite the larger error of the contributing 3D pipeline estimates in the fusion process.
It is worth noting that figures 9.3.1 and 9.4.1 represent the same test runs on the same
datasets. The separate graphical representations are created to accommodate the large number of
elements and angular rotations to be displayed, that couldn’t be represented in one graphical
illustration otherwise. In the same token, the differing vertical scale for error representation for
both graphical representations is chosen for better illustration of the depicted error scale in each
modality.
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9.5 A Comparison with Derived Correspondences

Fig 9.5.1: Error mean and variance of FT‐RANSAC as compared with those of derived measures of the
2D‐only and 3D‐only modalities over a 0‐60 degree range.

As shown in figures 9.3.1 and 9.4.1, the proposed FT-RANSAC approach has been tested
against a set of combined single modality pixel space correspondences, MD2dR, a set of
combined single modality point cloud correspondences, MD3dR, and a set of combined single
modality, high quality, unique correspondences in the point cloud space, MD3dUR. The proposed
approach, where the consistency voting stage enables a multi-modal non-homogenous clustering
of the best models across the 2D pixel space and the 3D point-cloud space, clearly exhibits a
much lower mean error than any of the other approaches. Furthermore, as shown in figure 9.5.1,
the error variance of FT-RANSAC is lower than that of the classic RANSAC derived models in
the pixel space or the point cloud space for the same data set. The smaller mean error and
variance, reflects the stability of the proposed approach given the variable multi-modal noise
sources, and contributes to smaller drift in mapping and navigation applications. One noteworthy
observation is the increase in the mean error and variance of the MD3dUR set; where the
uniqueness characteristic contributed to a much smaller set, and at times to a minimal set, of high
quality correspondences - a goal similar to that of [9] and [20] among others. Although having a
smaller set of high ratio inliers could be viewed as advantageous, particularly if the applied
correspondences are robust against degenerate configurations, the resulting estimate tends to be
highly influenced by each estimate’s noise as the size of the set gets smaller. As discussed in
section 9.8 titled “Inlier-Precision Analysis”, maximizing the inlier ratio or alternatively, the
quality of tentative inliers by minimizing the set of tentative correspondences, could be counter
productive, and should be avoided.
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9.6 Handling of Degenerate Configurations

To demonstrate FT-RANSAC’s robustness to degenerate configurations, the FTRANSAC pipeline along with selected state-of-the art point-feature approaches in both the 2D
and the 3D modality, are tested against a combined intensity-range environment with a high
potential for planar degeneracy. No geometric consistency checks, such as that of SCRAMSAC
[20] were applied in either modality. The sample image is shown in figure 9.6.1 below. The high
potential for planar degeneracy could be anticipated from the layout of the best extracted tentative
correspondences, that lie on the same line. The top tentative correspondences are shown on the
right image of figure 9.6.1. Degenerate environments are common in low-textured environments
and could pose a challenge for vision-based navigation and mapping tools.

Figure 9.6.1: A test scene with high potential for planar degenerate configurations.

Figure 9.6.2: A sample of FT‐RANSAC’s degenerate configuration handling

Figure 9.6.2 above demonstrates planar homography estimation for each point-feature
pipeline type across the 2D and 3D domains, as applied to the sample image of figure 9.6.1. The
2D pipelines, including SIFT, SURF, ORB, and BRISK failed to provide any reasonable estimate.
The 3D pipelines and those of 3D derived correspondences, on the other hand, were able to
extract reasonable models, albeit with higher levels of noise as could be expected. The one
estimate that clearly stands out is that of the proposed FT-RANSAC, which was able to outcluster the various degenerate estimates, and to extract the correct model by isolating and fusing
non-degenerate estimates, specifically, SHOT-352 and SHOT-1344 estimates, with around 0.1
degrees of error despite the challenging scene in both the 2D and the 3D modalities.
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9.7 Inlier-Precision Analysis
The concept of tentative inliers; correspondence elements that fit a given model and form
a majority support, is fundamental to RANSAC, as RANSAC’s termination criteria is a function
of the probability of finding an inlier-only set. Consequently, optimizing correspondence sets to
have higher inlier ratio has been the goal of much research, with 2-way correspondence
estimation and Levoy-ratio as the most common generic approaches to remove would-be outliers
and increase the inlier ratio. Yet, in natural scenes, outliers posing as inliers within a given
correspondence set are common due to various factors, the most common of which include: (1)
Repetitive scene pattern: where the limitations of the similarity measure doesn’t reflect global
spatial information, (2) Descriptor-specific limitations, and (3) Sensor noise. Such limitations
were detailed in various publications such as that of SCRAMSAC [20].

Figure 9.7.1: A graphical representation of the inlier ratio and the associated magnitude of error

Figure 9.7.1 depicts test results for inlier analysis, as illustrated by an overlay of the inlier
ratio over the corresponding magnitude of error, in order to visualize the relation between the two
quantities. Although it could be observed that figure 9.7.1 in general presents a correlation where
a higher inlier ratio indicates a smaller magnitude of error, such correlation does not hold across
the full range of measurements. Specifically, the magnitue of estimated error using the SHOT-352
pipeline decreased despite a decrease in the inlier ratio, for a 0-5 degree comparison. Similarly,
magnitude of the estimated error for the FPFH-33 increased significantly despite minimal change
in the inlier ratio for a 15-20 degree comparison. SHOT-1344 exhibits similar pattern for the 1015 degree range. Therefore, maximizing the inlier ratio may not necessarily lead to a
minimization of the magnitude of the estimated error as the presented description and analysis of
inlier-error correlation demonstrate.
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9.8 Run-time Performance Analysis

In this section, we’ll take a detailed look at run-time performance aspects of the
implemented planar homography estimation pipelines, as observed on an Intel Core II at 2.4GHz
and 4GB of memory. As an additional reference, published run-time performance numbers [38]
of various 2D keypoints and descriptors are listed in appendix C, although not necessarily of the
same implementations as the ones of this thesis. As real-time performance and run-time
performance optimizations are outside the scope of this thesis, the reader is requested to keep in
mind that run-time data presented in this section are for pipeline-comparative purposes, and
therefore not optimized, and should not be used to interpolate the performance in a commercial or
industrial setting. The goal of this section is to develop a deeper understanding of run-time
characteristics of the pipeline’s various components, particularly the relative performance
characteristics. With such knowledge, desired run-time performance goals can be accomplished
by isolating and optimizing the essential stages.
As detailed in the design section, the proposed FT-RANSAC approach borrows from
PROSAC’s efficiency and SCRAMSAC’s partial validation, as reduced sets of high quality
inliers lead to faster convergence and lower number of iterations of the RANSAC algorithm. In
general, the proposed FT-RANSAC design performs no worse than the slowest path in the set of
homography estimation pipelines.
Before the keypoint extraction stage, preprocessing is necessary for point cloud data in
the form of downsampling and normal estimation. Besides the reduction of the number of points
in the point cloud set to the desired level, the downsampling step regularizes the sampling density
of the scene. In each of the sample scenes tested throughout this thesis, there are 307200 points in
each cloud requiring 31ms of downsampling time at a 0.01-meter level. As the downsampling
stage results in a unorganized cloud, kd-search algorithm, as illustrated in appendix A, for normal
estimation is applied, and requires 202ms on average per frame.
Once preprocessing the pointcloud dataset is complete, processing of both 2D intensity
images and their pointcloud representations could proceed at the same pace. First, keypoints are
extracted from the modalities of each scene. Unlike intensity images where certain descriptors are
dependent on data extracted from the underlying keypoints such as scale information for SIFT,
the utilized pointcloud descriptors in this thesis do not rely on keypoint specific properties, except
coordinate information. Consequently, one set of keypoints per scene is sufficient for the various
pointcloud descriptors, averaging 1.372 seconds. A summary of keypoint extraction run-times per
frame and per keypoint type are listed in table 9.8.1.

2D Keypoint
Extraction
SIFT
SURF
ORB
BRISK

Time
in seconds

0.078
0.031
0.012
0.015

3D Keypoint
Extraction
FPFH-33
SHOT-352
SHOT-1344

Time
in Seconds

1.372
1.372
1.372

Table 9.8.1: Run‐time performance for keypoint extraction

With the extracted keypoints, which typically may range from a few hundred to
thousands of keypoints depending on the scene, the description process is initiated across both the
2D and 3D modalities, with run-time averages as shown in table 9.8.2 below. One observation of
interest is the FPFH-33 descriptor, which consumes the most time despite its 33-byte size. That is
due to the computationally intensive local reference frames that define this descriptor. Another
observation includes both the ORB and BRISK binary descriptors which are on the order of 10x
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faster than the SIFT and SURF counterparts. Yet, as will be observed shortly, complex
descriptors such as FPFH-33 may be considerably more efficient during the matching process.

2D Descriptor
Extraction
SIFT
SURF
ORB
BRISK

Time
in seconds

0.140
0.062
0.007
0.005

3D Descriptor
Extraction
FPFH-33
SHOT-352
SHOT-1344

Time
in Seconds

2.433
0.140
0.16

Table 9.8.2: Run‐time performance for point‐feature description.

The next stage of the planar homography estimation pipeline consists of descriptor
matching across tentative correspondences of source and destination sets. As could be observed
from table 9.8.3 below, the binary descriptors are the most efficient in the matching process due
to the hamming distance similarity measure. The matching run-time for SURF is surprisingly
similar to that of FPFH-33, due to the rather short length of 33 byte. SIFT matching is
proportional to its 128 byte length. Similarly, the matching run-time for each SHOT descriptor is
proportional to its respective size.
Descriptor Matching

Measured Time
in seconds

SIFT
SURF
ORB
BRISK
FPFH-33
SHOT-352
SHOT-1344

0.031
0.015
0.005
0.003
0.015
0.348
1.735

Table 9.8.3: 2‐Way matching run‐time performance per descriptor‐pipeline type.

With the completion of the matching process, guided sampling in the form of a sorted
subset of the tentative correspondence set is performed and consumes less than 1ms on any of the
tested samples. Finally, homography estimation model extraction is performed for each descriptor
and modality type using the classic RANSAC approach on the sorted and reduced sets of high
quality tentative correspondences. The run-time averages for this stage are listed in table 9.8.4
below.
Model Extraction

Measured Time
in seconds

SIFT
SURF
ORB
BRISK
FPFH-33
SHOT-352
SHOT-1344

0.028
0.046
0.042
0.029
0.006
0.008
0.005

Table 9.8.4:RANSAC’s run‐time performance per descriptor‐pipeline type.
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As could be observed from table 9.8.4 above, model extraction using the intensity
modality is less efficient than that of the point cloud modality, due to the larger number of
outliers and false tentative inliers. The presence of contaminated correspondences in the intensity
modality is further highlighted by the measured error of homography estimation as was detailed
in the previous sections. In the following table, total run-time per homography estimation pipeline
is summarized, with the slowest forming a bound on FT-RANSAC’s performance.
Planar Homograpy Estimation Pipeline

Measured Time
in seconds

SIFT
SURF
ORB
BRISK
FPFH-33
SHOT-352
SHOT-1344

0.277
0.154
0.066
0.052
3.826
1.868
3.272

Table 9.8.5: Total run‐time per homogaphy estimation pipeline type.

9.9 Run-time Performance Analysis as an ROS node
For evaluation purposes, FT-RANSAC has been integrated in the ROS ecosystem as an
ROS node, with non-shared image and point cloud acquisition. In other words, without the use of
the ROS supplied bridges. Although this approach restricts a device use to the node it is attached
to, without further broadcasts, significant performance improvements over the use of a bridge and
its associated serialization-deserialization processing, can be accomplished. Furthermore, direct
image and point cloud acquisition enables a one to one comparison with the stand alone version
of the same code. With such a design, FT-RANSAC’s run-time performance as an ROS-node
reflected an average of 7% loss when compared with FT-RANSAC as a stand alone executable.
The 7% performance hit could be attributed to the latencies introduced by the broadcast and spin
processes for conformant integration within the ROS ecosystem. Another aspect could be the fact
that ROS is process heavy, with several active processes that form an integral part of the ROS
ecosystem, and that share computational resources of the dual core Intel processor of the test
environment. Noting that pose estimation constitutes one of many processes in a typically
functioning robotic system, such performance hit is to be expected on a single platform, and if
necessary, could be avoided with a multi-platform distributed configuration. Such a distributed
configuration is supported by the ROS environment.
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10
CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE OUTLOOK
In this thesis, an in-depth understanding of the multi-modal interdependence and multimodal homography estimation have been developed, with focus on enhanced robustness through
multi-modality. To that end, state-of-the art in point-feature planar homography estimation
pipelines across the 2D intensity modality, and the 3D point cloud modality have been analyzed
and evaluated. The gained knowledge is further developed to extend the RANSAC algorithm for
robust multi-modal homography estimation. The proposed approach, termed FT-RANSAC, has
been developed with evaluation results that demonstrate a level of robustness that exceeds singlemodality state-of-the art. Furthermore, the proposed approach has demonstrated better handling of
scenes with degenerate formations than the evaluated single modality approaches. The results of
this work have been published in the workshop on Pattern Recognition in Remote Sensing 2014,
in conjunction with ICPR 2014 [26].
With the compute-intensive aspect of multi-modal processing, both algorithmic and
implementation level efficiencies need to be explored. A tightly coupled architecture, where each
stage of the homography estimation pipeline is redesigned for multi-modal input, could yield
greater performance enhancements, at the expense of flexible extensibility through existing
RANSAC variants. Stages of the homography estimation pipeline with good potential for high
level of parallelism, such as that of normal estimation, descriptor extraction, and hypothesis
verification stages, are candidates for acceleration through GPU-oriented implementations.
Lastly, detailed sensor models could enhance the precision and robustness of the multi-modal
fusion process.
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APPENDIX A: AN ILLUSTRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF KD-TREES

As a constrained binary search tree in k-dimensions, 3-dimensions in the point cloud
domain, kd-trees are the workhorse in unorganized 3D point clouds for efficient search,
with O(nLog(n)) computational complexity for point insertion, and O(log(n)) for point
search. The top image illustrates the tree layout for a 2-dimensional x-y configuration, with
subsequent illustrations for the steps needed to find the nearest neighbour to a random point
that happens to be close to point B. The above illustration is extracted from [52].
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APPENDIX B: POPCNT FOR SIMILARITY MEASURE COMPUTATION

The binary descriptors covered in this thesis rely on the hamming distance as a
similarity measure for point-feature descriptor matching. With hundreds or potentially
thousands of binary descriptors in a correspondence set, a computationally efficient
approach for similarity measurement is required. As low level computing resources rely on
the hamming distance for efficient processing, current processors support special
instructions for this particular task. Computing the Hamming distance between 2 binary bit
strings consists of a binary XOR operation between the 2 bit-strings, followed by a bit
count operation. Recent CPUs, such as Intel processors with SSE 4.2 [54], and AMD with
SSE 4a support, achieve a 10-15x performance increase in bit counting by using the
POPCNT instruction. The ARM processor supports VCNT operator as part of the SIMD
neon instruction set. OpenCV 2.0+ binary descriptor implementations include such
support, and must be enabled with the appropriate build flags (-msse4.2 or –msse4a). To
identify the appropriate build flag and supported extensions for a given CPU architecture,
the command:
grep –i sse /proc/cpuinfo
on a compatible platform could be used to provide the necessary information.
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APPENDIX C: A REFERENCE FOR RUN-TIME PERFORMANCE
This page serves as a quick lookup reference to recent run-time performance evaluation of
various keypoint detectors and descriptors, and is obtained from [38]. Quoting from [38],
“All the measurements have been taken on a 24 ×3.47GHz/12MB cache Intel Xeon X5690,
99GB RAM, x64 Ubuntu 10.04, the code is compiled by the GCC 4.4.3 with SSE 4.2
optimization for fast POPCNT”.

Figure C.1: A comparative keypoint detector run-time performance, from [38].

Figure C.2: A comparative descriptor run-time performance, from [38].
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APPENDIX D: PROJECTIVE GEOMETRY IN 2D AND 3D

Figure D.1: 2D Projective Geometry and Transformations, from [28].

Figure D.2: 3D Projective Geometry and Transformations, from [28].
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